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Landing an Autonomous Vehicle on a Moving
Target

UAV
Abstract

Introduction

IMU

This project involves autonomous aerial vehicle navigation
and landing on a moving platform. The goal of the project is
to have an autonomous hexacopter take off from an
autonomous surface vehicle that is in constant movement,
collect data and transmit that data to a ground station before
returning to the surface vehicle. This entails a
communication link between the ground station, the surface
vehicle and the hexacopter for autonomous synchronized
navigation. Operationally, the concept requires a way for the
hexacopter to land on the moving surface vehicle, requiring
a 2-axis stabilized platform. The platform and the task of
landing on a moving target are both handled by on-board
processors independent from the autopilots which are fed
with sensor information from the landing platform and aerial
vehicle. Upon completion of the project, a scientist would be
able to collect data over land or water with a completely
autonomous system capable of multiple takeoffs and
landings while operating continuously in the mission area.

Real time data collection over a
large area is traditionally done using
relatively expensive techniques
such as flying a long range
unmanned aerial vehicle. The goal
of this research effort is to design
an inexpensive and efficient system
for collecting data over a set area.
To do this, an aerial vehicle and
surface vehicle will be used
together to collect the data. The
aerial vehicle will carry the data
collection payload and the surface
vehicle will act as a mobile launch
site. The purpose for using these
vehicles together for the data
collection is to reduce the cost of
data collection and to possibly have
a self sustaining system. Aerial
vehicles that are capable of being
part of an inexpensive selfsustaining system would have a
limited range, which is why it is
necessary to use a surface vehicle
as a staging area.

USV
• The unmanned surface vehicle (USV) will be a
small catamaran that has a stabilized
horizontal platform mounted on the bow of the
ship. The platform will have three infrared
LEDs mounted in the shape of an isosceles
triangle to be detected by the aerial vehicle’s
infrared camera.
UAV
• The unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) will be a
hexacopter. A dedicated processing board will
run a program that takes live video from a
downward facing infrared camera and use an
image processing library to determine the
UAV’s position in relation to the platform on the
surface vehicle. Then, the program will apply a
custom algorithm to derive the velocity vector
that will maintain the UAV’s position over the
platform. Once the velocity vector is calculated,
the program sends RC input commands to the
UAV’s autopilot.

(Inertial Management
Unit)
Barometer measures air pressure
to determine altitude

GPS
Determines global
position using an array
of satellites with high
accuracy

Serial Link
Links the Navigator
and the Autopilot for
intercommunication
that will initiate the
override and send
commands during the
override

Gyroscope measures change of
rotation in 3 axis

Navigation
Tools

Nav Program

OpenCV - image
processing library
used to analyze video
in real time

Image Processing the program uses
OpenCV to process
video from the Pi NoIR
Camera in real time to

MAVProxy - Python
based ground control
used to send
commands directly to
the autopilot using
MAVLink protocol

derive the UAV’s
position in relation to
the landing platform

Accelerometer measures change of
speed in 3 axis

on the USV
Navigation Override based on the position
information acquired
by the image
processing, the script
sends velocity vector
corrections to the
Autopilot that keep the
UAV centered over the
landing platform

Compass determines rotation in
relation to North

2 Axis Gimbal
Acts as the brain of the
unmanned aerial vehicle.
Manages waypoint
navigation, vehicle
movement, and telemetry
communication

Gyroscope determines rotational
distance from center of
the gimbal in relation
to roll and pitch so the

Acts as the navigator of the
unmanned aerial vehicle
while descending onto the
landing platform on the front
of the unmanned surface
vehicle

gimbal can
compensate for both
FLIR Camera - four
pound sensor for
collecting scientific
data

Telemetry
Radio
Transmits and
receives telemetry
information from the
USV via 915 MHz

Pi NoIR Camera infrared camera used
by the Raspberry Pi for
landing navigation

Video
Transmitter
Transmits video from
the FLIR camera to
both the USV and the
Ground Station via 5.8
GHz

Stabilizes modules
mounted onto the
gimbal in both roll and
pitch

Conclusion

Telemetry
Radio
Receives telemetry
information from UAV
and transmits
telemetry information
of the USV and UAV to
the ground station.
Relays information
from the ground
station to the UAV via
915 MHz

Navigator (Raspberry Pi)

Autopilot (Pixhawk)

Approach

Data Receiver

Ground Control
Station

The project was an overall success. Throughout
the course of the internship, the goals set in the
approach were fulfilled. The stabilized landing
platform was constructed and the algorithm for
maintaining roll and pitch was derived based on
the fundamental math of the platform design. The
unmanned aerial vehicle was constructed and a
method for landing on a moving target was
designed. A proof-of-concept simulation was
designed which successfully tested the image
processing technique. The work done throughout
the internship has proven one approach to landing
on a moving target without human intervention and
the basic design can be scaled up to larger
implementations.

Receives science data
transmission from the
UAV via 5.8 GHz

Ground Station Computer

Telemetry
Comm

USV - receives
location and system
information from the
USV about both the
USV and UAV. Sends
course corrections and
other commands to the
USV for both the USV
and UAV
UAV - all telemetry
communication
between the Ground
Control Station and the
UAV is relayed
through the USV

Scientific
Data
Scientific data such as
video is received in
directly from the UAV
to be viewed in real
time

USV

Mission control, all
information from the
UAV and USV is sent
here for real time
processing, waypoint
editing, etc.

Telemetry
Radio
Receives telemetry
information from UAV
and transmits
telemetry information
of the USV and UAV to

Autopilot (Pixhawk)

IMU
(Inertial Management
Unit)

the ground station.
Relays information
from the ground
station to the UAV via
915 MHz

Data Receiver
Receives science data
transmission from the
UAV via 5.8 GHz

Accelerometer measures change of
speed in 3 axis
Compass determines rotation in
relation to North

GPS
Determines global
position using an array
of satellites with high
accuracy

Acts as the brain of the
unmanned surface vehicle.
Manages waypoint
navigation, vehicle
movement, and telemetry
communication

Data Logger
Records scientific data
received from the UAV
to onboard storage

Landing Platform

Platform
Stewart Platform three axis stabilized
level platform
Infrared LEDs arranged on top of the
stewart platform in the
shape of an isosceles
triangle for the UAV to
lock on to

Control Board
Raspberry Pi - sends
commands to the
servos based on
readings from the
gyroscope
Servo Control board
- receives commands
from the Raspberry Pi
and relays PWM
signal commands to

Locking System forest of foam rods

each servo

that the UAV’s landing
gear slide into to allow
for a non-horizontal
landing and prevent
dislodging of the UAV

Gyroscope measures change of
rotation of the USV in
3 axis and sends the
roll and pitch
information to the
Raspberry Pi
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